
Jesse Killion’s mask adapted for kids 
 
MATERIALS 
Outside fabric:  right sides together- 2 pieces  7” x 7” 
Inside/lining fabric:  right sides together-  2 pieces  7” x 7” 
Non-woven interfacing: 2 pieces  7” x 7” 
2 buttons 
18”Buttonhole elastic 
 
 
Print the pattern “actual size”. 
Check the printed copy by measuring the 1” square on the pattern. It should measure 1”. 
 
 
CUTTING 
Layer outer fabric pieces right sides together. 
Layer inner fabric pieces right sides together. 
Layer interfacing pieces right sides together. 
 
Pin your pattern to the pairs of fabric and interfacing pieces VERY NEAR or on THE SEAM. 
Try not to introduce holes into the body of the mask. Alternatively, print pattern on freezer 
paper and iron onto fabric. 
 
 
For each mask: cut 
2 outside pieces  (right and left sides) 
2 inside pieces  (right and left sides) 
2 interfacing pieces (right and left sides) 
 
 
CONSTRUCTION 
Join outside pieces at the long, curved, center edge with ¼” seam – clip curve, press seam to 
one side. 
 
Layer inside pieces right side together and place fusible interfacing on top of each- 
You will have a sandwich of interfacing/inner piece/inner piece/interfacing. 
 
Join inside sandwich pieces at the long, curved, center edge with ¼” seam – clip curve,  press 
seam in the same direction as the front. 
 
Fold nose piece pocket in half lengthwise.  Stitch around nose piece, leaving opening on long 
side for turning pocket.  Clip corners and turn pocket.  (see attached pictures) 
 



Line up nose piece pocket over nose piece placement line, aligning center of pocket with center 
mask seam. Top stitch pocket onto inner lining fabric, leaving one end open- topstitching 
should be 1/8” from pocket edge. 
 
Place the outer and and mask pieces right sides together, “nesting” center seam.   Stitch 
together using ¼” seam starting at mask bottom edge going all around edge, leaving 2” opening 
at bottom to turn mask. Turn right side out.  
 
Align mask layers and press flat.  Topstitch two layers together at 1/8” from mask edge. 
 
Insert nose piece into nose piece pocket. 
 
Sew on buttons at each temple. 
 
Attached buttonhole elastic to buttons. 
 
 


